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Introdu tion

tem yields one dete tion label per time se tion.

In many studies

ondu ted to monitor the health sit-

uation of kindergarten

hild

are workers in Germany,

in real world s enarios, multiple events

an o

taneously and overlapping, we propose the use of a set

the high noise level in the fa ilities has been pointed

of binary

out by approximately 70% of the workers as one of the

trained on all training data. Ea h event HMM

most stressful fa tors.

pared to the UBM

stress is

One fa tor

alls for help of

ontribution presents results of a study

on-

du ted in a real kindergarten for whi h ma hine-learning
approa hes were tested to dete t and
events in typi al ba kground noises.

lassify a ousti
For the training

of applied approa hes daily kindergarten noise has been
re orded. The goal of this study is to develop an automati a ousti event dete tion (AED) system to onsiderably redu e the number of unre ognized, desired events
important for

hild- are workers.

AED is in reasingly

used in many elds of appli ation, e.g. for surveillan e
and se urity issues [13℄ or in the eld of ambient assisted
living (AAL) [4, 5℄.

In past AED

hallenges, i.e., the

CLEAR'07 ( lassi ation of events, a tivities and relationships )

hallenge [6℄ that was part of the CHIL

proje t [7℄ and the D-CASE (dete tion and
tion of a ousti
ing a ousti

s enes and events )

lassi a-

hallenge [8℄, dete t-

events in a meeting room and o e s enarios

has been addressed. For these

hallenges, the proposed

AED approa hes were mainly based on Mel-frequen y
epstral

oe ient (MFCC) features in

onjun tion with

hidden Markov models (HMMs) [9, 10℄.
In this

ontribution, two dierent approa hes based

on HMMs in

ombination with MFCCs are applied. The

ommonly used maximum likelihood approa h just allows for one event dete tion per time se tion, whereas
in real s enarios like kindergartens multiple events o
simultaneously and overlapping.
plying a set of binary

ur

Thus, we propose ap-

lassi ation systems by using an

universal ba kground model (UBM) that is

ompared to

ea h event model resulting in binary de isions.

Classi ation systems

paring the likelihoods of dierent event models.

The

model with highest likelihood is assumed to des ribe a
time se tion, i.e.,

ĉ = arg max p (χ |λc ) ,

(1)

c
is the HMM of event

being the total number of event
feature ve tors for a time se tion
maximum likelihood.

ĉ

up to

C

Experimental Setup

The evaluation is done using a database of real-world

re ordings from a day

This multi lass

lassi ation sys-

are

enter for

hildren and a

kindergarten. The data were split into ve disjoint sets
to perform a ve-fold

ross-validation . HMM re ognizers

were trained to model the events, silen e and the UBM.
The

ommon multi lass

Eq. (1) and the binary

lassi ation system based on

lassi ation system from Eq. (2)

were tested. Details are presented in the following subse tions.

Database
The

database used

re orded in a day

for training

evaluation was

hildren between 0 and

3 years and in a kindergarten for

hildren between 3 and

6 years.

are

and

enter for

In both fa ilities, ve rooms and one hallway

were equipped with mi rophones, i.e., altogether twelve
mi rophones were used.

The data

olle ted

omprised

2840 minutes of re ordings from daily a tivities in those
fa ilities. The data were annotated by hand. Sin e the
o

urring events

an be labeled very detailed and dif-

ferently leading to a huge amount of event

lasses with

few samples, we de ided to use the labeling approa h
suggested in [11℄ to limit the number of event

lasses. In

this report, a labeling list is proposed that was developed
to label a ousti

data in video

lips by few, meaningful

These labels are supposed to present smallest
an be

to phonemes for words, they are

omposed of. In analogy
alled noisemes. A list

is given in Table 1. The data were split into ve disjoint
sets to

ondu t a ve-fold

ross-validation.

Re ognizer

As input for HMMs, MFCCs [12℄ are extra ted from
the time signal.

c = 1 . . . C with C
lasses. χ denotes the
and ĉ is the event with

lass

(2)

labels per time se tion are possible.

omponents sound data
om-

i.e.,

Hen e, the role of the UBM is to dete t time se tions that
c
do not belong to a model λ . Thus, multiple dete tions

labels.

Commonly, re ognition with HMMs is done by

λc

λUBM ,

Therefore, an UBM is
λc is om-



ĉ = c p (χ |λc ) > p χ λUBM
.

hil-

olleagues might be unheard at their rst utter-

an e. This

where

lassi ation systems.

onsiderable ba kground noise in kindergartens,

many important events su h as
dren or

ontributing to the

Sin e

ur simul-

For the ba k-end

lassier, the Hid-

den Markov Toolkit (HTK) [12℄ is applied to build up an
HMM re ognition network with a task grammar. HTK
provides a spee h re ognition network of three levels:
word level, model level and HMM level. In this
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Table 1: List of noisemes for labeling from [11℄

Broad
Anim

Human
_noise_s

Spee h_s
Singing
Human_m

Noiseme
Animal
Anim_...
Cry
Human_noise
Laugh
S ream
Child
Mumble
Spee h
Spee h_ne
Singing
Cheer
Crowd

Musi

Noise
_pulse

Musi _sing
Musi
Kno k
Thud
Clap
Cli k
Bang
Beep
Clatter

Noise
_ongoing

Rustle
S rat h
Hammer
Washboard
Applause
Engine_quiet

Engine

Engine_light
Power_tool
Engine_heavy
Phone

Noise
_tone

Noise
_ba kgr
_nat

Whistle
Squeak
Tone
Siren
Water
Mi ro_blow
Wind

Noise
_ba kgr

Radio
White_noise

Other

Other_ reak

Sounds like ...
Not identiable animal
Identied
animal,
e.g.
anim_bird
Crying
Vo al noise, e.g. ough, sneeze,
throat
Laughter
S reaming
Child/baby oos; animal oos
Non-intelligible, single voi e
Intelligible spee h English
Intelligible spee h not English
Only voi e; a apella
Intelligible spee h, multiple
voi es
Non-intelligible,
multiple
voi es
Musi with singing
Only musi
Hits woods, ardboard, dry
wall
Hits oor, dirt,
arpet,
damped
Hands, gun, shot-like, explosion
Quiet, me hani al li k
Hits metal, glass, tone-ish
Very short beeps, omputer
Bangs, kno ks, pulses, irregular
S rat hing, hiss, rustling, irregular
Short fri tion segments, regular
Bangs, kno ks, pulses, regular
Fast pulses with rubbing
sounds, fri tion, regular
Very fast laps omb, with fri tion
Rattle, sewing ma hine, video
amera
High-freq. ma hine noise, drilllike
Mid.-freq. ma hine noise, ra e
ar
Low-freq.
ma hine noise,
tru k, tra tor
Classi al telephone ring, ringing
High-freq. tone
Tire squeak, fri tion squeak,
high freq.
Steady tone, horn, alarm
Os illating sound waves
Dubbing, splashing
Wind or breath hits mi rophone
Guts, ag latter, pulses,
s rat h
Radio/TV in ba kground
Fuzzy signal, air ond., waterfall, hum
Open for unseen noises

S1
Figure 1: S hemati

S2

S3

of a left-to-right HMM with three

states that is used to model events.

tion, events are treated as words. The model level, that
is used in spee h re ognition to represent sub-words like
phonemes, is not employed here. Thus, the whole re ognizer

an be interpreted as a two-layer HMM. The rst

layer is a fully

onne ted HMM in whi h ea h state is an

event, i.e., ea h event

an be a

essed at every time. The

observations of these event states are themselves HMMs
that are trained independently using the extra ted features. These events are modeled by left-to-right HMMs
with three emitting states ( f. Figure 1) that was proposed in [13℄ as well. To estimate time regions in a signal
in whi h no a tive event is present, an extra

silen e

lass

is modeled. The UBM is trained using all data.
The number of Gaussian mixtures

M

for the event

lasses are optimized on the fth (testing) fold.
To estimate the time regions of events in a signal,
Viterbi de oding

[12℄ is used. Sin e the output

an be

highly fragmented, i.e., several insertion and deletion errors may o

p

penalty

ur, a xed logarithmi

probability insertion

is added to every event state transition [12℄.

Thus, the probability to remain in an event/UBM/silen
state

e

an be in reased and a less s attered output is

a hieved. This parameter is also optimized on the fth
fold.
For

the

Eq. (1),

M

the binary

multi lass
and

p

lassi ation

system

are equal for ea h event

based

on

lass.

For

lassi ation system based on Eq. (2), this is

done individually for ea h binary de ision.

Metri s

As evaluation metri s, the F-S ore and the a ousti event
error rate (AEER) are used based on frame-wise, event
onset (toleran e 100 ms) and event on-/oset (onset toleran e 100 ms, oset toleran e 50% of event length) measure [8℄. The F-S ore

F =

2·P ·R
P +R

(3)

represents the relation between the pre ision

P =

H
M

(4)

R=

H
,
N

(5)

and the re all

with

H

denoting the number of

ber of estimated events and
events.
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la ements
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Figure 2: Mean (bars) and standard deviations (whiskers) of the F-S ore
the ve-fold

F

onset

on-/oset

(left panel) and AEER (right panel) from

ross-validation for the multi lass ( f. Eq.(1)) (bla k) and the binary ( f. Eq.(2)) (white)

lassi ation

system based on frame-wise, event onset and event on-/oset measure.

The AEER is the sum of insertions
and substitutions
events

N,

S

I,

deletions

D

relative to the number of referen e

i.e.,

For example, events like  latter and kno k just dier
in the number of times they o

AEER

Results

The evaluation is

I +D+S
.
N

=

(6)

ross-

standard deviation for the F-S ore (left panel) and the
It

an be seen that

the F-S ore based on the onset and on-/oset measure
is higher for the binary

lassi ation system.

frame based measure, the multi lass

lassi-

 latter, this leads to higher error rates. Furthermore,
errors

ondu ted based on a ve-fold

AEER (right panel) are depi ted.

ur. Hen e, if the

ation system outputs multiple times kno k instead of

validation. In Figure 2, the results in terms of mean and

is more a

method may not be optimal for our appli ation s enario.

For the

lassi ation system

an o

ur from mixing up very similar

lasses that

are not useful to dis riminate against, e.g., spee h and
mumble. All these ee ts

an

over the a tual perfor-

man e dieren e between the two proposed
systems and redu e the overall a
is

ru ial and of high importan e. This will be further

evaluated in the future

onsidering this awareness.
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